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A New Day
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i love this song...!

Verse1: 
Em                                  C
 before the light had found the dark 
C                            Em
 before tonight had fell apart
Em                    D                 C
 frozen up i realized somethings gotta  change 
Em                            C
 it took a crash to understand 
C                                  Em    
 time kept slipping through my hands
Em                                      D
 i never used to know the sun will shine 
            C
now turn to rain 

*CHORUS: 
C                    Em          D              C
 say goodbye say goodbye to the way i was before
                 Em             D
say hello say hello to a new way
C                   Em       D             C
 i was lost but i found what i was looking for 
               Em            D    C
wakin  up wakin  up to a new day 
D                 Em
 into a new day 

(pretty much the same as 1st verse)
Verse2: 
i was sleeping in a twisted dream 
dying just to make believe 
a pretty situation was far from where i was 
but im not up for giving up 
lying down and out of luck. 
but my mistakes are now in the open 
and now im finally coming clean 

(same as the Chorus)=)
CHORUS: 
say goodbye say goodbye to the way i was before 



say hello say hello to a new way 
i was lost but i found what i was looking for 
wakin  up wakin  up to a new day 

breakdown:
       D          Em         D           C
cause  everything everything ends at the start 
(ends at the start)
D           Em      Am        C 
healing and feeling all of my scars 
(yeah) 

CHORUS: same =)
say goodbye say goodbye to the way i was before 
say hello say hello to a new way 
i was lost but i found what i was looking for 
wakin  up wakin  up to a new day 
to a new day, to a new day 
i was lost but i found what i was looking for 
wakin  up wakin  up to a new day


